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Prayer
Father, all praise be to You, the Eternal YAHUWAH Aloahiym Aleph Tau, our Creator Father, and
Yahushua, our Messiah Aloahiym Aleph Tau, one with the Father [John 10:30], Who has us kept
us alive, sustained us, and enabled us to reach this moment in your plan for all of eternity. Father,
we know that our entire existence is a function of you alone, and that our salvation is only through
Yahushua [John 14:6; Rev 5: 12-13]; that your love of us preceded our love for you [1 John 4:19].
We only have an existence, sustenance, and prosperity because of your love for us and your
pleasure, and for no other reason [Rev 4:11]. Without an existence, we cannot give you the praise
and thanks that you so richly deserve, and that is rightfully Yours. YAHUWAH, you inhabit the
praises of your people, Israel [Psalm 22:3], but not our complaints [Phil 2: 14; James 3: 14-18].
We thank you, Father, for bringing forth all believers in and of you to read this article, whereby
you have revealed yourself to each and every one of us during our tenure here on the earth , to
serve your purposes, and whereby the brilliance of your magnificent Light is tangibly apparent,
and glowing in, around, and through each one of us [Psalm 91:1; Matt 6:22; Luke 11: 34-36].
Even though we all have walked in times past in the darkness of Satan, according to the ways and
course of this world, [Eph 2: 2], You have redeemed us for Your purposes, enabling us to witness
and to perceive who You are in us, and who we are in You, even allowing us to perceive the origin
of our core existence (our respective spirits) as being of you (your divine Light)[1 John 1:5]; and
literally having our spirits with you in Shamayim [Eph 2:6] as joint heirs with Yahushua, the one
and only Messiah [Rom 8:17; John 14:6], so as to accomplish Your perfect will (YAHUWAH’S
Perfect Will = YAHUWAH’S pure, perfect divine Light) in and for each one of us [Eph 2:10].
You and you alone provide us with what we are in need of [Phil 4:19] , and what we desire [Psalm
23:1; 37:4]. Father, we ask that you baruch each and every reader of this article by consuming
our respective spirits, souls, and bodies with your pure, perfect, divine Light; and manifesting your
Light tangibly and recognizably in each person, revealing Yourself as the sole, exclusive, and
Sovereign source [Isa 43:11, 15; 44:6; others] of Your Light, such that each person receive,
ponder, and decisively act on this message as you have delivered it to me, and that each reader
hereof would clearly and tangibly experience the explosion of love, power, and authority that is
in Your Light as the Perfect Gift of James 1:17 (active motion/movement = demonstration of
power of the Ruach ha Qodesh), according to Your perfect will for each of us, in the manner in
which you have revealed it here.
We thank you, Father, for answered prayer. Amein.
Shalom,
Eyd and Yahn EL Stephenson
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Revelation of YAHUWAH Aloahiym’s Light in Motion
Isa 53:1 Who hath believed our report? and to whom is the arm of YAHUWAH
revealed?
Isa 41:10 Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be not dismayed; for I am thy Aloahiym: I
will strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of
My righteousness.
Mat 22:29 Yahushua answered and said unto them, Ye do err, not knowing the
scriptures, nor the power of Aloahiym.
John 11:25 Yahushua said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believeth
in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live:
1 Cor 1:18 For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us
which are saved it is the power of Aloahiym.
1.0 Introduction:
YAHUWAH’S Word is Truth [John 17:17], because YAHUWAH is the Word [John 1:1, 14]; and YAHUWAH
is Truth [Deut 32:4; Psalm 31:5; Isa 65:16; John 14:6, 17; others]. The scriptures declare that the
Ruach, as the Spirit of Truth, leads all believers into all Truth [John 16:13]; and that the Ruach came
forth from the Father [John 15:26], as did Yahushua[ John 13:3; 16:28; others]; and therefore one with
the Father just as Yahushua is one with the Father [John 10:30; 12:45; 14:9; others]. Thus, the Ruach
ha Qodesh (Set Apart Spirit) is Light, as the Father is Light [1 John 1:5]. (Truth = YAHUWAH’S Light).
The infinite totality of YAHUWAH’S attributes are in and of His Light [James 1:17]. Since YAHUWAH’S
Light comprises each person’s respective spirit [Gen 1:26-27; John 4:23; Gen 2:7], then it is obvious
that His attributes are within us 100% of the time that we are here on the earth, even while in the flesh
[John 1:16; 2 Pet 1:4; Col 2: 9-10; others]. Why then, does the regenerated man and/or woman not
recognize this fundamental element of Truth while in the natural, and commit his or her actions to
living their lives based upon this reality? After all, YAHUWAH’S Word is Truth, applicable to every
believer [John 17:17].
In short, the answer is a function of . . . SPIRITUAL PERCEPTION . . . sometimes with and sometimes
without understanding . . . that is, perception in the spirit of each believer, that is allowed (released;
manifested; instant revelation as directly received from YAHUWAH as the only source of the particular
revelation and/or other acts of divine intervention, in contrast to a soulish manufacture of ideas,
thoughts, imagination, or tainted revelation received out of the “realm of the spirit” that is a mixture
of light and darkness).
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In this regard, spiritual perception with the correspondent, true form of revelation is the release (or
activation of movement) of YAHUWAH’S Light from within the believer’s respective spirit triggering
illumination of the soul, with His Light essentially being put into “motion” by YAHUWAH (using
terminology as given to me by YAHUWAH for my understanding, so I pass it on to the reader of this
article), for His purposes for the individual privately, and certainly when the stage is set to showcase
the brilliance of His Esteem and Honor (His Light) publicly [Josh 5: 13-15; John 9: 1-3; 11:40-44; others].
YAHUWAH does the releasing (the exercise of this motion) ; not man [See 2 Kings 2: 11-12; 6:17; Matt
16:15-17; others], but man is sometimes (frequently) the instrument to initiate this movement.
His Light is already in the hearts of believers beginning with the receipt of their respective salvation
[John 1: 12-13; 3:16-17; 1 Cor 3:16; 6:19; others]; but , YAHUWAH’S Light while always constantly
present, may be “static” within the spirit of the individual, that is, certain and guaranteed but not
active (with demonstrations of power made obvious and recognizable in the natural); by way of
reference with little or no motion [See 1 Cor 9: 13-14; 10: 1-22] since receipt of that salvation, or
sometime thereafter.
In effect, “motion” = engagement of power = movement of the Ruach = demonstration of YAHUWAH’S
Power in answer to prayer and/or true and genuine desires of the heart; or some cases, power released
through the words spoken by a nabi [Amos 3:7; 2 Kings 6:12; 22:13; Isa 37: 21-38; 38:4-5; Ezek 37: 910; others], in accordance with YAHUWAH’S plans wherein He acts on behalf of man before such prior
announcement, but uses man to both initiate and execute the movement of the Ruach, as in the case
of the flood in the days of Noah [Gen 7:4], and the parting of the Red Sea [Exod 14: 15-16], to name
only two examples.
In basic physics, kinetic energy is energy of motion. With respect to the Ruach, this can be visualized
as the Ruach in motion = the yield of a specific result in keeping with YAHUWAH’S perfect will (for the
respective person or situation at hand), and this motion (movement from a static position =
demonstration of power ) is activated by YAHUWAH, and the more motion (or greater movement)
caused by YAHUWAH, then the greater the demonstration of power. This is reiterated for emphasis.
[See Matt 22:29]. Knowing the Word, then yields a demonstration of YAHUWAH’S power as well as
illumination of the soul [Psalm 119:130].
A good example of YAHUWAH’S Light in motion is when an individual suddenly engages the exercise of
emunah [1 Kings 18:46; Matt 14: 28-29; others]. (See Part 2 of the Article: So . . . What of Sin, and
What of the Righteousness of Aloahiym, dated 5-20-2016, this website). Emunah is the trigger by the
individual to engage the movement (motion) of the Ruach for YAHUWAH’S intended purpose.
In other words, His Light (the Ruach ha Qodesh = YAHUWAH’S Light = YAHUWAH’S power) [Phil 3:10;
2 Pet 1:4; 1 John 2:27] is in us because His Light comprises each person’s spirit (core existence) and is
therefore present, but with lesser levels of discernable motion (latent or potential motion, or some
cases, altogether appearing as seemingly “motionless” (in the natural), pursuant to one or a number
of different reasons: i.e., lifestyle of appeasing the flesh at the expense of starving the believer’s
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individual’s spirit; acceptance of religious indoctrination without confirmation by the Word; living a
carnal lifestyle as a self-affirmed believer, wherein the soul has been allowed to drive the individual in
thoughts and actions, instead of being led by the Ruach [Rom 8: 4-14; Gal 5:18, 25; Psalm 143:10]; as
well as potentially many other reasons. It is YAHUWAH’S movement of His power that enables us to
“overcome”, and therefore empowers us to be an “overcomer”.
The reasons are less important than the actual perception and recognition (by the respective individual)
that this spiritual condition exists, often (but not always) in the face of some challenging situation in
the natural, and then making a determined, resolute effort (with soulish understanding) to change that
condition. Of course, discernment is a crucial part of this process, and all self-awareness of pride and
arrogance must be addressed and dealt with [Psalm 138:6; Matt 18:4; 23:12; Luke 1: 51-52; others].
Speed of Light, Sound, and the Ruach ha Qodesh
Light in the natural and in a vacuum, according to some physicists, is said to travel at 186,282 miles per
second (670,616,629 mph). Other physicists declare that light does not travel at all (therefore “static”
or motionless), but rather it is “mass” that travels at this speed past the light that is being emitted. On
earth at sea level and where the air temperature is 59 degrees Fahrenheit, (15 degrees Celsius) — the
speed of sound is 761.2 mph (1,225 km/h). Sound is therefore slower, but is what comes off our lips
when we speak the Word, and is often used to engage the motion of the Ruach. Any sound emits a
certain frequency, including the words being spoken, and the sounds (words) made with our lips can
be of YAHUWAH’S Light or darkness. Hence, Psalm 22:3 comes into focus (See Prayer: Page 2 hereof).
It was through sound (YAHUWAH’S words) that YAHUWAH used to create the world and all that is in
it [Gen 1: 1-31]. Man is given the use of some power in his/ her speech (light or darkness) [Prov 18:21;
James 3:3-12], and sounds (words) of Light are emitted when a nabi speaks YAHUWAH’S message
leading to the movement of YAHUWAH’S Light [Amos 3:7; 1 Kings 22: 19-23; 2 Pet 1: 19-21; others].
To put this into a meaningful perspective, the “motion” of the Ruach (movement of YAHUWAH’S Light)
can best be characterized as “static” (as with receipt of salvation: passive but certain, and perhaps
imminent at the end of one’s life, but not with a result in the natural that is necessarily immediate,
tangible and demonstrably apparent . . . analogous to a range from one end of a spectrum with little
demonstrable movement, if any . . . to the other end of the spectrum that is best described as a
dramatic and recognizable range of active movement, leading potentially to an “explosion” of
YAHUWAH’S Light (demonstration of power), causing a clear tangible result (in the natural) with
knowledge, recognition, and understanding ; i.e., the events leading up to and including:
➢ Parting of the Red Sea [Exod 14:1-31];
➢ The crossing of the River Jordan [Josh 3: 1-17] and the subsequent fall of Jericho [Josh 6: 1-27];
➢ Elijah and the confrontation of the prophets of Baal [1 Kings 18: 20-39] and Elijah’s subsequent
ascension [2 Kings 2:11];
➢ The resurrection of Yahushua [Matt 28: 5-6];
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➢ To name only a few examples. Virtually every event caused by YAHUWAH is a movement of
His Light; in other words, YAHUWAH’S Light in motion (demonstration of power), AND IN
TODAY’S TIME, HE IS NO DIFFERENT [Isa 46: 9-10; Mal 3:6; Heb 13:8; Mark 13:31].
While the Ruach is always present within a true believer, the believer must be willing to engage the
Ruach by providing the impetus to put the Ruach (power of YAHUWAH) into motion [Phil 2: 12-13];
this being accomplished pursuant to the exercise of unwavering belief, total uncompromising trust
(even unwittingly), and willingness to be led by the Ruach (Truth) [Rom 8:14], instead of being driven
by the carnal nature [Rom 8: 4-9]. In other words, the believer is the catalyst and stimulus starting
the motion (movement) of the Ruach in one’s life, leaving the outcome (or the means by which that
outcome is attained), to YAHUWAH by praying or speaking the Word (either through prayer or pursuant
to YAHUWAH’S explicit instruction to speak (declare) with precision and specific (definite) intent. [The
nabiim (Strong’s H5012) throughout the Scriptures were used for this very purpose, and the same is
true today].
For example, the believer is the gas pedal in a typical automobile with an internal combustion engine,
but the car moves only when the gas pedal is depressed. Who then, is driving the car? Ideally, the
Ruach, if the person does not let his or her carnal nature interfere so as to hinder where, how, and
what speed the Ruach is taking (driving) that person. Otherwise, the person is driven by their
respective carnal nature, that is at war with YAHUWAH [Rom 8:7]. Hence, the person (as the gas pedal)
is a tool of the YAHUWAH to initiate the motion of the car.
Where arrogance and pride precede any individual, then blindness always, always follows. What is
blindness? Blindness is just another aspect of darkness; yet, those who follow Yahushua shall never
walk in darkness, but shall have the Light of life (YAHUWAH’S Light = perception/ revelation) [John
8:12; Psalm 49: 18-20; Matt 3: 9-10; 7: 21-23; 11:25; 16:17; Eccles 12: 7-8; Luke 10: 21; 12: 16-21;
others]. Arrogance and pride will usually, if not always cause the motion of YAHUWAH’S Ruach to
move against that person, since YAHUWAH comes against the proud and haughty [Isa 13:11; Mal 4:1;
others].
Given that the Ruach is always present, YAHUWAH’S movement is always executed in Righteousness;
albeit, either in a “positive” direction (the motion of His Light resulting in more of His Light in any
particular situation . . . or in the alternative, the motion of His Light coming against “darkness” or dark
elements in any particular situation (also in a positive direction but being deployed as an offensive
weapon against that darkness, or the people or events thereof). This is not “defense” or “defensive
action” because YAHUWAH never has to defend Himself.
The result of prayer that is in concert with the perfect will (perfect will = Perfect Light) of YAHUWAH
always yields this positive result [Psalm 34:6, 15, 17, 19; 145: 18-20; Prov 16:3; 1 John 5: 14-15; others].
In short, when YAHUWAH answers prayer, the answer itself is the movement of His Ruach, and the
movement can be dramatic and quite dynamic, or it can subtle, but definite. Any believer can
experience this movement on a continuous basis, if they are willing to engage Aloahiym through the
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Ruach as all believers are directed in Scripture [Luke 18:1; 21: 34-36; Rom 12: 11-12; Eph 6: 18-20; Col
4:2; 1 Pet 4:7; others], where the prayer is conducted with confidence of His response (movement of
His Light) [Mark 11: 22-24; James 1:6-8], since He leads us in triumphant procession and wherein His
strength is perfected in our weakness [2 Cor 2:14; 12:9], in contrast to a prayer out of frustration due
to anxiety arising from the flesh. [See Zech 7: 12-13; James 4: 2-3]. Thus, how one prays is a function
of the health, motives, and desires of their respective heart. [Psalm 37:4; Isa 26: 8-9; James 4:8].
Once again, the carnal nature must be dealt with, as it will opt to interfere with the results that are
only obtainable through steadfast prayer out of one’s spirit, that is often at odds with the soulish sense
of reasoning. For this reason, perception of the revelation from YAHUWAH (with precision and
expectation) must be practiced until it is perfected according to the standards of YAHUWAH; and He
will make that known to each individual.
This process once initiated, can and does become far more effective without the laborious intervention
and/or hindrances of the soul that usually attempts to both hijack and redirect the prayer effort [Rom
8:4, 7-8; Gal 5:17]. Yet, it is the motion of the Ruach, that is usually the goal of the prayer in the first
place, as directed by YAHUWAH, wherein the soul must submit to YAHUWAH’S ways and means of
accomplishing the desired task(s). [See Isa 55: 6-11; Prov 25:3].
Once the Ruach begins to move within an individual, the person is obligated to regulate his or her life
pursuant to the receipt of the corresponding revelation. This is a responsibility on the part of the
believer, with YAHUWAH having entrusted that person with divinely imparted information. They are
subsequently held accountable for the receipt of that information; for to whom much is given, much
is required [Luke 12:48; 16: 10-12; 19:26]. Therefore, requests from YAHUWAH for the motion of His
Ruach, including personal revelation, must be taken very seriously, for YAHUWAH is not interested in
excuses as to why any person did not trust or act on the revelation, once received.
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Notes:
1) First, this is NOT a science or mechanical formula. The movement of YAHUWAH’S Light and the
results thereof, are different for each believer based on the spiritual condition, motives, and desires of
the each individual’s heart, subject to Aloahiym’s perfect will for the individual and/or their
circumstances. Hence, the necessity for prayer for the replacement of our respective soulish motives
and desires with those of YAHUWAH, since His motives and desires are pure and uncontaminated by
the flesh. [See 1 Chron 16:10; Prov 16:3; Psalm 4: 2-5; 37: 4-6; Isa 26: 8-9; 2 Cor 7:1; Eph 2:2-3; 1 John
5: 14-15; James 4: 1-3].
2) Secondly, it is quite possible to experience the results of the movement of YAHUWAH’S Light initially,
and then to suddenly realize the explosive movement (power and authority) and corresponding results
and effects thereof, with or without much (or any) of the experiences in the middle. However, one
explosion may be followed by less radical movement before the next explosion. YAHUWAH determines
the motion exclusively, but generally the greater the movement (of power and authority) then the
greater the result. Generally, and with notable exceptions, the greater movement is triggered by the
element of trust, surrender, and obedience to comply with YAHUWAH’S instructions received through
diligent (fervent) prayer. [Jer 29: 12-13; James 5:16; 1 Thes 5:17; Heb 11:6; others].
3) Thirdly, a believer’s goal can and should be to continually realize the results of the continuous
explosive movement of YAHUWAH’S Light, since there is no limit. Therefore, and again with prayer,
absolute devotion, obedience, and resolute determination and commitment to Aloahiym, the explosive
movement becomes a continuum of movements of YAHUWAH’S Light with corresponding results and
effects, each one (at times) confirming the other and usually building with intensity and brilliance. His
Light is infinite, and not subject to the limitations or justifications of the carnal nature of the soul. Once
the motion of Ruach begins, then pray that the motion of YAHUWAH’S Light never stops.
From my own personal experience: YAHUWAH has shown me His Light comprising my own spirit,
undergoing what appeared to resemble a thermo-nuclear explosion (in the natural) that is constant
and continuous with ever increasing intensity, brilliance, and discovery; never decreasing nor slowing
down, but rather continuing to gather greater and greater movement, force, power, intensity, and
authority [Deut 8: 17-18; Psalm 62:11; Matt 10:1; 22:29; Luke 10:19; others], finally moving outside
the contours of my physical body. (See Section 2 or Part 3, Page 24 of The Book of the Man Child, this
website).
4) It must be remembered that these experiences are supernatural in their origin, coming from the
Realm of the Ruach (Realm of YAHUWAH’S Light), constituting an education with discernment by the
Ruach ha Qodesh; and will not make any sense to the individual’s natural mind [1 Cor 2: 12-14; 15:44;
John 5:44; 14:26; 2 Cor 4: 4-6; others]. ONLY YAHUWAH CAN REVEAL HIS OWN TRUE LIGHT,
BELONGING TO YAHUWAH EXCLUSIVELY. Satan is a counterfeit light at times, but cannot replicate or
manifest YAHUWAH’S Light since YAHUWAH shares His esteem and honor with NO MAN and nothing
else, particularly Satan! [See Isa 42:8; 48:11].
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Motives and Desires of the Heart
The responsibility to engage the motion of the Ruach rests entirely on the believer through his or her
thoughts, desires, motives and intentions (matters/issues of the heart), and ultimately his or her
actions in connection with health, relationships, personal circumstances, and other challenges in the
natural; all of these a result of the operation of free will, a function of the carnal nature (housed within
the soul) finally being properly subdued and brought into submission, subservience, and subjection to
the spirit of the respective individual, and subsequently becoming submissive to the Ruach ha Qodesh,
constituting the beginning of the alignment process. (See Book of the Man Child, Part 2, this website).
To reemphasize, the motion of YAHUWAH’S Light is analogous to the person serving as a catalyst for
“action or works” in a believer’s lifetime [Heb 11:6 -40; James 2: 18-26; others]. Basically, the greater
the motion, then the greater experiences (in and of His Light); leading to ever greater participation in
the indescribable brilliance of YAHUWAH’S Esteem and Honor in the life of the individual, that is a
significant part of YAHUWAH’S Covenant promises for His people to honor and maintain as their
respective side of the bargain [John 10:10; 17:3-11; Rev 22: 12-14; others] and who overcome through
Yahushua the Messiah [Rev 12:11; 19:10].
It is important to realize that once these experiences begin in a person’s lifetime, they can become a
continuum at the option of the believer. YAHUWAH will give the believer the desires of his or her
heart respective heart [Psalm 37:4; 104:34; Isa 58:14; 1 Pet 1:8; 1 Tim 6:6]; so if the heart remains
focused on YAHUWAH/Yahushua, then these intensely personal experiences in and of YAHUWAH’S
Light become a continuum or constant series of events, and not just an isolated occurrence [Prov 13:4;
Isa 58:11; John 6:26-29; James 5: 16; 2 Pet: 1: 5-11; others]. As a result, Isa 53:1 is a fulfillment that
never ends, and quite properly so . . . since any sane believer would never want them to stop.
Does this mean that that person . . . is not saved through the shed Blood of the Lamb (Yahushua) . . .
through little or no movement, or reduced levels of action? Of course not! [See Phil 2: 12-13] For upon
death, the individual true believer may retain his or her salvation, but anything and everything of the
soul’s content that is not of Aloahiym is burned up; and that which remains (necessarily being that
which is of YAHUWAH exclusively and one’s actions correspondingly) yields greater rewards [Matt
16:27; 25: 21-23; Rom 2:6; 1 Cor 3: 8-15; others].
Hence, there is the challenge for a believer who desires to feed on “meat” (living a life according to
YAHUWAH’S instructions and commands though action and the growing (maturing) and intensifying
exercise of “emunah” (in contrast to “faith”) (See 3 part Article: So, What of Sin . . . and What of the
Righteousness of Aloahiym, Part 2, dated 5-20-16, Page 4 of the home page of website,
http://www.man-child.com/?p=2894), as opposed to continuing to feed on breast “milk” [1 Cor 3:2;
Heb 5:12-13]. Consistent with a diet of meat (substance) is spiritual growth into maturity with
demonstrations of YAHUWAH’S Ruach ha Qodesh (Set Apart Spirit) in the natural, whereas remaining
on a diet of milk, a person will remain unskilled in the Word of Righteousness since he or she will not
have grown. Where one is skilled in the Word of Righteousness (that is, literally applying YAHUWAH’s
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Word) then he or she comes to experience the power of His Word [Matt 22: 29; Luke 24: 44-45; 2 Cor
3: 14-18; 2 Cor 4: 4-6; Eph 5: 13-14; others].

2.0 The Essence of a True Believer
What is a true believer, and why is this significant? A true believer is simply a non-stop, consistent,
never-compromising seeker of never-changing divine Truth (without religion of any form, or
compromise in beliefs of the validity and integrity of the Word) pursuant to the desires and motives of
one’s respective heart and mind [See Rom 12:2], not trusting in the wisdom of this world [Isa 40: 1214; Rom 11:34; 1 Cor 1:20-21; 2: 6-7; 3: 19-21; 1 John 4:5; others], but only in what is revealed by
YAHUWAH/Yahushua directly into their respective spirit, [John 3: 5-6; 14:23; 1 Cor 2: 10-16; Eph 1: 311; others], with YAHUWAH subsequently illuminating their soul with understanding such that the
carnal nature (housed within the soul) is used properly, according to YAHUWAH’S perfect will (“Perfect
Light”) for the individual [Dan 2: 28-29; Rom 8: 4-11; 1 Cor 3:19; 2 Cor 4:4, 6; Col 1:27; 2: 9-12; Eph 1:
3, 17-19; 2 Pet 1:4; 1 John 5: 6-9; others].
The significance of a true believer rests on the foundation that it is the ”overcomer” who:
Is born of Aloahiym that overcomes the world, and that it is the engagement of emunah placed
in our spirits [John 1:4, 9] as is to how this conquest is accomplished in each believer : 1 John
5:4 (The word “faith” derived the Greek root being “pistis” (Strong’s G4102) or Latin: “fides”
having been substituted for the Hebrew word “emunah”).
The individual that overcomes the world is he (she) that believes that Yahushua is the Son of
Aloahiym: 1 John 5:5
Is entitled to eat from the Tree of Life (Heb: Chai, but pronounced Hai, the very essence of life
itself): Rev 2:7
Hears what the Ruach says to the assemblies (aka: churches ), and shall not face the second
death: Rev 2:11; 20:6
Is entitled to eat the hidden manna, and given a new name on a white stone unknown to any
other individual except the one who is receiving the stone, and of course, YAHUWAH: Rev 2:17
Pursuant to keeping YAHUWAH’S works unto the end, is given the power to rule over nations:
Rev 2:26; 12:5
Is clothed in a white garment (righteousness; Yahushua’s esteem and honor) and will not have
their respective name removed from the Book of Life, and will have their name confessed by
Yahushua before YAHUWAH and His messengers: Rev 3:5
Becomes a pillar in the temple (throne) of Aloahiym and shall not go out again, and shall receive
the Name of YAHUWAH and New Jerusalem that comes down from Shamayim, and shall receive
another new name given to that individual by Yahushua personally: Rev 3:12
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Shall be given the right to sit with Yahushua on His throne, being an “overcomer” as Yahushua
was (is), and to sit with the Father on His throne: Rev 3:21
Shall inherit all things, and set apart with YAHUWAH as his Aloahiym, being recognized as
Aloahiym’s son (daughter): Rev 21:7
Thus, it is the “overcomers” that are identified, recognized, and rewarded. To overcome is an indication
that a struggle would have taken place, confirmed by the use of the word “tribulation” that appears 22
times in the KJV, as well as the word “fight” that appears 107 times in 103 verses.
The concept of “struggle” is sometimes used as a substitute for the outcome of “overcoming”. Struggle
with one or more issues (often simultaneously) may appear to last a lifetime; however, this does not
necessarily equate to having not overcome since the struggle necessarily builds strength . . . mentally,
emotionally but particularly spiritually [See 2 Cor 4:4; Eph 6:12-18], leading to the conquest of the
believer over all of the trials and tribulations in their respective life while on the earth [Rev 12:11].
The sheer act of “overcoming” may be too imperceptible for the believer to realize that they have
actually advanced in the eyes of YAHUWAH, despite their respective emotional state and what they
see or experience in the natural regarding their particular tests or trials, since the things, worries, and
worldly issues and possessions of this world are not that of Shamayim [Isa 54:17; 55: 7-11; Rom 12:2;
1 John 2: 15-17; 4: 4-5; 5: 18-20; Eph 2:2-5; 2 Cor 12:9; others]; and since greater is YAHUWAH in the
believer than Satan that is in this world [1 John 4:4; 5:9]; and with YAHUWAH before any believer, then
who, or what, could be against that person and succeed [Rom 8: 26-39]. Hence, the Word of Truth of
YAHUWAH must necessarily shout louder to the individual than the person’s circumstances.
In virtually all health matters, this is the key to effective prayer for healing, subject to the perfect will
of YAHUWAH/Yahushua Aloahiym for the individual. For a great many people, not succumbing to the
enemy’s lies during a long and potentially terminal illness, even though they expire at the end of an
excruciating ordeal, their struggle is rewarded because of their respective trust and worship of
Aloahiym unto death, having held on to YAHUWAH’S promises. To those individuals facing such dire
health issues, the struggle alone is can be so immense that to “overcome” is to pass from this life to
the next, having held on the Word up to and including the time of their death. Yahushua meets those
people with open arms of unconditional love and congratulations for having passed their respective
tests and trials, for which they receive their crowns [Psalm 34:18; 51:17; Matt 5: 3-8; 2 Cor 5: 5-8; Rev
2:10; 3:11; 7:17; others]. They certainly are not be judged by man prior to their passing.
When the believer has a resolute determination to hear and follow the voice of Yahushua through the
Ruach ha Qodesh [John 10:16, 27], then does the believer begin to engage “emunah”, and not fall
subject to compromise nor continue to wander down the road of “faith”. (See So, What of Sin . . . and
What of the Righteousness of Aloahiym, Page 4 of the home page of this website, dated 4-30-2016).
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Moreover, the believer cannot submit to the opinions (chatter) and peer pressure of the larger
composium of self-affirming believers (but who lack the witness of YAHUWAH/Yahushua in their spirits)
[1 John 5: 6-10; Num 23:19; Heb 6:18; John 5:30-41] who compromise in their study and application
of the Word, and/or who are comfortable with excuses so as to appease their flesh during their tenure
on the earth. Through religion (or their actions being driven by their respective carnal natures, they
are in a state of MIXTURE (of YAHUWAH’S Light and the darkness of their flesh and of Satan), and
anyone who knowingly chooses to remain in MIXTURE will not reap the rewards of what engagement
of emunah yields [Matt 7: 21-23; others].

3.0 Moving Higher, Deeper, and Further into YAHUWAH’S Light
What does it mean to move higher, deeper, and further into YAHUWAH’S Light? Nice words, but do
they mean? This movement is not a physical movement; but rather constantly shifting (moving) levels
or stages in the perception of YAHUWAH’S Light that He provides to each individual believer, who is
ready, willing, and able to receive what YAHUWAH has purposed to offer at that precise instant to
that specific person(s) [Matt 13:11; Mark 4: 33-34; John 16:12; Acts 1:3; 1 Cor 3: 1-3; Heb 5: 11-14;
others].
This revelation is necessarily of the infinite and multi-dimensional things, mysteries, secrets, love,
attributes, etc. of Aloahiym, all contained within YAHUWAH’S Light; and how they impact the individual
(including his or her personal circumstances); as well as his or her respective quest for information and
understanding. Revelation, frequently but not always, begins with Who the Father is . . . in each
respective individual . . . Who He is in all of creation . . . and who the individual is in Him; with this
particular revelation evolving and ongoing throughout eternity.
This is more than just enigmatic and paradoxical . . . it is unequivocally the most fascinating and dynamic
discovery that any person could ever imagine [Amos 3:7; Psalm 92: 5-6; Matt 11: 25-27; John 16:13;
Rom 8: 26-27; 1 Cor 2: 9-10; Eph 3:5; 1 John 2:27; others]. This type of revelation necessarily changes
one’s perception of their respective total existence, not just one’s life and personal circumstances while
here on this earth. A person comes to realize that though he or she is in the body, no true believer is
of the body; the message of 1 John 4:17 becoming apparent, and more real than the natural. We are
in this world, but not of this world [See John 8:23; 12:25; 16:16, 28; 17: 8, 14, 16-18; 1 John 4: 5-6].
The perception (discernment) of the reality of a person’s core existence (their respective “spirit”)
becomes crystal clear . . . with the vibrant and clear understanding that no person, at any time or
under any circumstances, can go anywhere without their spirit (their respective “core existence”),
despite the person’s soul continually attempting to deceive them that they can; not always necessarily
into sin, but paving the way for sin to take root, since sin can only enter into person through the flesh.
How can anyone go anywhere without their existence? Simply cannot happen!
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Yahushua came to save their souls, not their spirits, since it is comprised of the Father’s Light; therefore,
it already belongs to the Father! It is this scenario . . . where a person can and often does become
driven by their respective carnal nature that is at war with Aloahiym [Rom 8:7], rather than being led
by the Ruach [Rom 8:14]. Yet, it is only the Ruach that can lead anyone into all Truth [John 16:13].
This is a continuing message: A person all too often succumbs to being driven by their soulish nature,
rather than being led by the Ruach [Rom 8:14], and where sin can, and often does, enter into a person
since their respective perception (soulish identity) of himself or herself is in . . . and of . . . the flesh
[Psalm 38:3; Rom 3:20; 6:6; 8:3; 1Peter 4: 1-2; others]. As a result, the carnal nature is the point of
vulnerability (pivot point) of the flesh; and if the appetites of the flesh are fed and pampered, then the
appetites of the person’s spirit is starved, resulting in a self-affirming believer being present in the outer
court that is addressed in Rev 11:2. [See also Matt 7: 21-23].
What good is revelation if one cannot positively identify, recognize, and understand the source?
YAHUWAH IS PURE LIGHT from the Realm of the Ruach (pure Light); not the “Realm of the spirit”.
Thus, any revelation that is not of YAHUWAH’S pure Light is to be wholly rejected, since the source is
contaminated [See 1 Sam 5: 2-4; 1 Cor 6: 14-18], and Satan is the father of all liers [John 8:44].
Confirmation of YAHUWAH’S authenticity occurs in the person’s spirit first, then with recognition,
acceptance, and submission by the soul [John 5: 31-37; Col 2: 9-10; 2 Pet 1:4; 1 John 5: 6-10; others],
since Truth (Truth = YAHWAH’S Light) recognizes Truth (YAHUWAH’S Light = YAHUWAH Himself), and
Truth also recognizes the counterfeit. Hence, the soul when identifying with the flesh, cannot
impersonate the spirit of man due its inherent darkness.
Significantly, this where the rubber meets the road in the life of any believer. Truth is not learned and
cannot be learned; Truth is experienced. YAHUWAH/Yahushua is Truth [John 14:6; others]. A
individual does not learn YAHUWAH/Yahushua; rather, he or she experiences YAHUWAH/Yahushua,
from within our respective spirits first, and then in our souls as the Light that He is, illumines our souls,
driving out the inherent darkness. [See Matt 6: 22-23; Luke 11: 34-36].
As YAHUWAH’S Light accomplishes this task, then the walls of darkness in and around the soul (that
had previously hindered or prevented the perception of YAHUWAH/Yahushua and His Light), begin to
be torn down and destroyed, allowing even more of His Light to be absorbed by the respective spirit
coupled with a recognizable experience in and by the soul; thus allowing increasing levels of perception
of YAHUWAH/Yahushua as the genuine and authoritative source of that Light. YAHUWAH is a
particular spirit also [John 4: 24], and He communicates directly with our respective spirits; thus, deep
calls unto deep [Psalm 42:78], and the literal perception of the validity of the oneness of
YAHUWAH/Yahushua and the Ruach ha Qodesh comes to be tangibly realized and experienced
according to Deut 6: 4-5 and Mark 12:29-30 by the respective individual. [See Isa 45: 5-6; Jer 10: 1011; John 3: 3-8; 1 John 5: 6-12, 20].
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4.0 The Hidden Steps
In the context of this discussion, Hidden Steps are hidden stages of perception, known to YAHUWAH
but usually unknown (or even conceived or imagined) to and by the individual. For the most part, the
believer doesn’t have a clue as to their existence until and unless he or she begins the search, [See Jer
29: 11-14; Heb 11:6] usually (or at least frequently, but not necessarily always), in pursuit of a solution
of a given problem or the answer to a particular question. Passage over any of the Hidden Steps is
where the greatest spiritual growth occurs, yielding sufficient growth so as to prepare the individual
for new and successive lessons, or series of lessons (to reiterate, perceived as not only problems,
obstacles, or simple questions wherein YAHUWAH Aloahiym alone has the answers); but also
opportunities to advance a believer’s understanding and spiritual discernment [Prov 14:6; Matt 13:
11-17; 16:23; John 3: 3-6; 6: 44-45; 1 Cor 2: 9-16; Rom 12:2; others].
Where the individual attempts to substitute answers or solutions of a soulish origin (of his or her fleshly
determination, or those of the world) for the only real, true one that is accessed through YAHUWAH
(exclusively), then the true essence of a limited, or pseudo or counterfeit solution starts to become
readily apparent with inherent shortcomings. [See Jer 17: 5-10; Prov 3: 5-6; Heb 11:1]
Such a substituted answer or solution does not work without complications, and often operates to have
absorbed an inordinate amount of time, energy, and effort that is spent and wasted on an imperfect
solution that was not of Aloahiym (or fully of Aloahiym) in the first place.
Moreover, the fleshy carnal nature will attempt to dictate a course of disbelief (rejection), unbelief
(ignorance and/or doubt), or only partial belief (partial trust) of the promises of Aloahiym that if one
asks then it shall be given; if he or she seeks, then he or she finds; if he or she knocks, then it shall be
opened [Matt 7: 7-11; Luke 11: 9-13]. Exclusive reliance, in the natural, on such a soulishly driven
acceptance leads the individual into a rejection of Aloahiym’s Truth, either in part or altogether,
putting the individual at grave risk [Hos 4:6; Isa 8: 16-22; 30: 30: 1-3; 31: 1-3; 44: 18-20; 45: 3-13; 2
Thes 2: 10-12; Rev 21: 7-8; 22: 11-15; others]. One either believes . . . or he (she) does not: partial
belief is still rebellion defined as witchcraft in 1 Sam 15:23. The carnal nature within man has a
purpose, and when used properly for the discernment of what is of Aloahiym and what is not, then
the soulish directives should be not be followed if they are not confirmed by the Ruach.
However, if a soulish or religious substitute solution to a problem becomes established in the heart and
mind of the individual, then the person is in a potentially worse condition than before, since he or she
knew better to begin with, and is no longer innocent. This does not warrant condemnation of the soul
necessarily since Aloahiym is love, compassion, and forgiveness [Acts 26:18; Rom 5:5-11; James 1:12;
1 John 4: 8, 16; 3: 16; others], but it is grounds for the lessons to be repeated pursuant to YAHUWAH’S
purposes for that person until that individual perceives what YAHUWAH is doing and why, relative to
passage over these hidden steps; as he or she begins to advance in their respective spiritual growth.
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YAHUWAH/Yahushua Aloahiym Aleph Tau is the Sovereign of sovereigns, and the decisions, answers,
and solutions that He renders are out of His pure, perfect, divine Light . . . the uncontested source of
all divine counsel with prudent understanding. By traveling down the path of the Hidden Steps (to
repeat, graduating levels of perception of YAHUWAH’S Light expressed through that respective
person’s unique and exclusively personal revelation), the believer is jolted into the realization that
anything, including the sought-after answers or solutions to one or more particular questions, that are
NOT of YAHUWAH can have some measure of origin from the dark side of their respective flesh;
eventually perceived as wholly unsatisfactory even if the sought after solutions appear to work
temporarily, or at best only partially, in the space of a longer term in the natural.
This type of revelation thus confirms the adage that the “good” is the enemy of the “best”. (Source:
As revealed by YAHUWAH to Mr. Ed Young, a tried and tested brother in Messiah and member of both
the Ministry of Aloahiym and Perfect Gift.Org).
Revealed steps constitute those stages of perception wherein the reality of the logic and truth are, or
become . . . self-evident and understandable by the respective person’s natural mind, once they are
anticipated, thought and/or pondered with comprehension, and/or encountered through certain easily
distinguishable actions and experiences. Generally, however, one cannot cross over “new” Revealed
Steps unless and until they first pass over a measured amount of the requisite Hidden Steps.
In this regard, Revealed Steps can be identified by the natural mind as to their necessity or role in a
given situation; but often the solution of getting past their pertinence (relative to the lesson allowed
by YAHUWAH, in the first place) remains an enigma until passage over YAHUWAH’S predetermined
Hidden Steps is complete. Hence, and again to emphasize, real spiritual growth occurs through passage
over these Hidden Steps where perception of the revelation is finally & clearly understood at the soulish
level. In many instances, passage over the Revealed Steps provides a type of reward for having passed
over the Hidden Steps.
Vision: June, 2019
While I was on the phone with Ed Young, one evening, YAHUWAH suddenly
revealed the following to me in a vision:
As Ed and I were conversing, I suddenly saw my own spirit through the eyes of my soul. Knowing that
His Light comprises each person’s spirit, I then saw the indescribable brilliance of YAHUWAH’S pure,
perfect Light behind my spirit and connecting with it, but my spirit was nowhere as brilliant as His was!
The contrast was stark and rather shocking.
After all, almost anyone would prefer to think of themselves after so many years of worship, being
taught by the Ruach [1 Cor 2: 12-14; John 16: 14-15; others] and attempts to live righteously as a result
thereof, that the overall health of the spirit would be better than what I was seeing! In short, I was not
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at all pleased with myself, and the reality of what I was being shown bothered me greatly. Frankly, I
was in shock, and began to ponder if this is to be my day of judgement!

YAHUWAH then explained that the darkness of the soul, when it identifies with the flesh or anything
apart from Him, has a shadowing (damaging) effect on the brilliance of man’s spirit, affecting its
spiritual condition (spiritual health). YAHUWAH then went on to explain that there is absolutely no
amount of movement in self-righteousness (man’s excuses in the natural), wishful thinking (emotions),
or any other remedial substitute of the flesh (improper use of the carnal nature), that is going to fix or
improve the health condition of his or her respective spirit.
YAHUWAH said to me, purification is of Me through the blood of the Lamb (Yahushua), but each man
and woman can and must do their respective part to live and operate their respective lives in His
Righteousness (a soulish reasoning and decision making process where the carnal nature is being
utilized properly), so as to ease the soulish pain encountered upon death in the natural.
The
responsibility to lead a righteous life is a part of the Covenant contract between Aloahiym and man.
YAHUWAH then led me to read: Mal 3: 2-3, 16-18; 1 Cor 3: 11-23; 10: 12-13; 2 Cor 7:1; Prov 14:16,
and that He is indeed a consuming fire [Deut 4:24; Exod 24:17; Heb 12:29; Psalm 50:3; 2 Thes 1:8;
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others], and the habits and appetites of the flesh must give way to the set apart (Heb: qodosh) ways,
righteousness, and Light of the Ruach ha Qodesh.
Finally, YAHUWAH/Yahushua informed me the next morning (with a slight chuckle), that the vision was
a generic example only of the impact (effect) of the darkness of the soul on man’s spirit, and that I was
not actually seeing my own spirit. He said that He revealed this message in this vision to me to record
in this article, so as to illustrate the effect on any person, and not just me. With that, I was greatly
relieved, but then began to wonder as to the actual condition of my own spirit; and so I asked Him.
His reply was to wait, watch, and see as His perfect will is carried out within me and through my actions
[Psalm 55:22; Prov 16:3; Job 22: 26-28] . . . for at the appropriate time, all shall be revealed, but to live
each day (in the natural) in His righteousness as if it is your last. [See Psalm 37: 18-19; Isa 26: 2-9;
Matt 5: 48; 6: 33; Luke 21: 34-36; Rev 5:10]. I know the thoughts and plans that I have for you, My
son, in which to prosper you [Jer 29:11-14; Hab 2:14].

5.0 The occurrence of a “Suddenly”
The release of YAHUWAH’S Light can be subtle, or explosive, as in the case of a “suddenly” occurring
in the life or circumstances of one or more individuals, with the corresponding revelation of a message,
or direct divine intervention in any particular situation causing the change of an outcome that would
have occurred, or literally would have been different had YAHUWAH not intervened [ Exod 13: 17-22;
14: 13-31; Josh 10:10-14; Isa 48:3-8; Dan 2:17-47; 3: 13-29; Luke 9: 37-42; others].
In Isa 53:1, the report are the Scriptures; and the arm of YAHUWAH can easily be visualized as His
direct intervention in the face of opposing circumstances; in short, miracles that only He is capable of,
illustrated beautifully throughout both the First and Renewed Covenant. The notion that YAHUWAH is
somehow different today than earlier is patently absurd, since He never changes [Mal 3:6; Num 23:19];
the Messiah never changes [Heb 13:8; Rev 1:8; 22:13]; and the Word (the Scriptures) never change
[Mark 13:31; Luke 21:33; Matt 5:18].
Therefore, why aren’t more people either experiencing the promises of His Word, or at least trusting
Him to perform on it? Further, why are the ones who have experienced the extension of His arm not
broadcasting and promoting their respective experience(s)? [See Matt 5: 14-16; 6: 22-23]. The Word
is to be shared . . . openly and loudly, and so are those moments (experiences) in one’s life, wherein if
it weren’t for the movement of YAHUWAH’S Light, the outcome would have necessarily been far, far
different. [See Matt 15:8; Mark 7:6].
In stark contrast to the news coverage that we see we see in the media today, it is only the believer
that can and will perceive the movement of YAHUWAH’S Light in the face of the various situations,
both in our country and the world at large. It is not the believers of YAHUWAH that are attempting to
promote a political message apart from a scriptural foundation, or perform acts of defiance to
demonstrate some outspoken soulish opinion, particularly that is decidedly not scriptural. It is not the
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true believers who rely on self-righteousness or some completely false substitute for any number of
social and/or political purposes,, or use the media to advance a private agenda that is not scriptural;
specifically as in the case of pagan deity worshipers and/or sympathizers and/or those who regard
themselves as “wise” in the eyes of the world, and who are absolutely hell-bent on advocating
government policies, practices, and other actions, and social norms of behavior that are clearly in
violation of Aloahiym’s Word.
Clear examples of this non-compliance with the Word, are in the constant battles of the current Trump
administration with those who oppose the President in connection with Israel [Gen 12:3; Exod 23: 2022; Gal 3:16; others]; the political far left in their reliance and trust on the government instead of
YAHUWAH (even using the Greco-Roman names), amounting to nothing less than blatant idolatry [1
Sam 15:23; Isa 30: 1-3, 8-17; 31: 1-3]; legislation in some individual US states, and the country and
world at large concerning abortion; political tolerance/promotion and advocacy of perversion as in the
case of homosexuality/lesbianism and changes of sexual gender that totally ignore and/or reject the
lessons of Sodom and Gomorrah [Gen 19:28; Isa 24: 1-23; Jude 1:7; Rev 14: 10-11; others]; the call for
constant and unabated increases in taxation advanced by members of the US Congress, as federal and
state legislatures continue to keep the average American in financial bondage through the debt money
system in place today [Prov 10: 22; Mark 12: 13-17; Luke 16: 11-13; James 5: 1-5; others].
In the face of today’s challenges, the believer who makes an all- out assault against the darkness or
his or her soul (the soul having identified with the flesh), will necessarily begin to experience the
movement of YAHUWAH’S Light in their respective spirits first and then in the soul providing
understanding, (in that order), and will receive both revelation and a change in their respective
circumstances . . . subject to the personal desires and motives of the person’s heart [1 Chron 29:17; 2
Chron 16:9; Isa 26:8-9; Isa 26:7-9; Jer 32:19; Zech 4:10; Luke 12: 16-21; 1 Cor 4:5; 15: 45-49; Heb 4:12;
Col 3: 1-4; others].
The process of moving the desires of the respective believer’s heart to those very desires of YAHUWAH
begins with a determined resolve to start the process [Isa 26: 8-9, 13; 2 Cor 10: 3-7]. A person’s flesh
is not going to submit so easily when the soul is connected with it, however, so each person must
expect resistance in both dramatic and also very subtle, but telling ways. The resistance will yield to
the determined resolve of the believer, however, as long as the believer perseveres diligently, keeping
their respective eyes off the appetites of the flesh that feed the emotions [Psalm 66: 18-19; Isa 55: 611; Jer 17: 9-10; Matt 15: 18-19; others], and instead endeavors to feed their respective spirit. In this
manner, the soul will begin to prosper as it comes into submission and subservience to the spirit of the
individual. [Psalm 20: 1-5; 103: 1-22; 2 Cor 12: 9; 3 John 1:2; Col 1: 4-6; 1 Thes 2:13; 2 Pet 1: 3-9].
The trick is not to give up and/or surrender to the excuses of the flesh, thereby allowing the carnal
nature to become a distraction that hinders the process, potentially constituting an ultimate admission
of defeat unless brought into check and renouncing those thoughts [See 2 Cor 10: 3-7]. It must be
remembered that the flesh with all of its (soulish) desires must die, [Matt 10:39; 16:25; Luke 9:23-24;
John 12:25; others], so that the soul can live by connecting with the respective spirit of the individual,
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for as Messiah is . . . so are we in the present tense while here on the earth, and while in the flesh [1
John 4:17]; and we are to walk as Yahushua walked [1 John 2:6; Col 2:6].
This is not to suggest that a believer should cast out rational thought in the natural; but rather where
rational thought comes to recognize and agree with the Word, and what YAHUWAH is doing within the
respective believer’s spirit. The example of Peter walking on water makes this perfectly clear [Matt
14: 28-31]. He did not begin to sink until He took his eyes off of Yahushua.
Can salvation occur without the death of the flesh? The believer must necessarily focus on what
YAHUWAH says; after all, Yahushua is the judge, not man [John 12: 24-25; Rom 8: 4-13; Gal 5:24; Col
4: 5-10; Rev 2: 7, 11, 17; 3:5, 12, 21; others].

6.0 Perfect Gift.Org, Inc. (PGO): a Ministry and Operating Arm of the Ministry of
Aloahiym with many “Suddenlies”
All truth is parallel; what happens (manifests) in the realm of the spirit (
. . happens (manifests)
in the natural. At first, I didn’t completely comprehend this pursuant to my own carnal nature and
lack of maturity, but years later, YAHUWAH gave me the understanding. The reality is that my
understanding before was incomplete; and thus, so were the results of any particular prayer effort.
Hence, all truth is parallel, but truth is absolute and never changes (YAHUWAH/Yahushua is Truth) [Isa
41:4; 43:10; 44:6; 48:12; John 14:6; 18: 1 John 5:20; Rev 1: 8; 22:13; others]; whereas what happens
in the “natural” is fact; but fact is relative; meaning that what may be fact today, may change and not
be fact tomorrow. However, truth supersedes fact [Deut 32:4; Isa 65:16; Mal 3:6; John 14: 6; Heb
13:8; Mark 13:31; others].
A person can change what happens in the realm of the spirit, by accessing the Realm of the Ruach
(YAHUWAH’S Realm of Perfect, Pure Light, and . . . YAHUWAH’S Light = YAHUWAH’S Truth) through
prayer. Effectual, fervent prayer leads to YAHUWAH’S divine revelation [Psalm 119:99; 1 Cor 1:5; James
1:5; 3:17; 5:16; Col 1: 9-12; Eph 1:8; others]. The Realm of the Ruach is the location of the throne of
YAHUWAH/Yahushua; not the realm of the spirit (aka: heaven; heavens; heavenlies) [Eph 3:10; 6:12].
YAHUWAH’S Light accessed from the Realm of the Ruach necessarily changes what happens in the
realm of the spirit; with the ultimate result manifesting in the realm of the natural. Prayer according
to His perfect will, and the motives/desires of the heart that YAHUWAH monitors constantly is the
lightening rod of communication to make this happen.
The more of YAHUWAH’S Light that is brought to bear in any particular situation (in the natural) from
the Realm of the Ruach, then the more darkness is dispelled (evicted; destroyed; exterminated . . .
driven out) in and of the realm of the spirit that had correspondingly been manifesting in the realm of
the natural, since it is YAHUWAH’S Light that makes everything visible! [Matt 3: 9-10; 10:26 -33; Eph
5:13; 1 John 3:8; others]. It is up to the believer to ensure that that evicted darkness remains gone
permanently, and does not return . . . EVER! Prayer, therefore, is constant and without ceasing [Luke
18:1; Rom 12:12; 1 Thes 5:17; others].
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This is a matter of choice backed up by action on the part of the believer [Matt 3: 9-12; 12:45; Luke
11:26, 35; others], wherein the believer is required to apply that which is revealed by and through
YAHUWAH’S Light in his or her respective life. [See Jer 13: 15-17; Matt 7: 21-23; Heb 6: 4-8].

YAHUWAH is pure Light with no darkness whatsoever [1 John 1:5], and:

YAHUWAH’S Light . . . is the Good and Perfect Gift of James 1:17 . . .
YAHUWAH Himself! [Matt 5:14; John 14:20; 2 Pet 1:4; Col 2: 9-10]
As previously stated, it is YAHUWAH’S Light that comprises our individual, respective spirits, and as His
Light is given motion within our spirits (by YAHUWAH), then darkness (of any and all descriptions) is
driven out, subject the hindrances of the carnal nature causing unbelief or disbelief if allowed by the
individual [Matt 11:6; 13:58; Mark 6: 5-6; Luke 4: 25-29; Rom 11: 19-21; Heb 3: 12-19; 4: 6-11; others].
Thus, our spirits become far more buoyant as this same darkness is also driven out and away from our
respective souls, necessarily changing the way that we think, reason, discern, and our actions as a
result thereof [Prov 23:7; Matt 9:2-13; Rom 12:2; others]; affecting our physical health as well.
Having begun in our respective spirits first, and subsequently in and around our souls, the process of
the movement of the Ruach ha Qodesh continues with the eradication of darkness in our bodies. As
YAHUWAH’S Light continues to explode in our respective spirits, (rejuvenating our spirits), and as our
souls are freed (illuminated) from the darkness of our soulish thoughts and desires identifying with our
flesh (constituting a true death sentence) [Rom 8:1-6, 13, Gal 6:8; others], then we also see and
experience the result of YAHUWAH’S Light in motion in our bodies, as well as (potentially) in our
circumstances [Isa 53:1; Acts 9: 3-18; 26: 15-19; others]. This cannot be over emphasized.
As previously stated , darkness in our respective souls necessarily hinders (or prevents) the perception
of YAHUWAH’S Light that is within our individual spirits, and can lead to loss of our salvation, if we
allow it. Since darkness is the cause of all medical disfunctions, sickness, disease, decay (including the
aging process), etc. in our bodies, this darkness can also be driven out of our respective flesh bodies.
There is no disease or medical dysfunction (no imperfection) in YAHUWAH’S perfect Light; and
darkness cannot exist where YAHUWAH’S Light has driven it out. Thus, with the motion of YAHUWAH’S
Light continuing to explode throughout our composite beings (spirit, soul, and bodies, in that order),
then our bodies are empowered to experience:

Perfect Restoration of Perfect Health . . . even while still in the body.
The result is that:
Our spirits are rejuvenated; and,
Our souls become enlightened (or more enlightened than before); and,
And our bodies are restored to perfect health.
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YAHUWAH makes this very promise on the Benefits page of the PGO website:
Benefits Page: http://www.perfectgiftorg.com/benefits
The Father has commanded me to write this article and post it, as well as to encourage every believer
to sign up and become an enrolled Member of Perfect Gift.Org, (PGO), a YAHUWAH’S Light filled
Ministry and operating arm of the Ministry of Aloahiym. YAHUWAH is the head of this Ministry;
certainly not ourselves as the official incorporator of public record.

Sign Up and Join Perfect Gift.Org (PGO):

http://www.perfectgiftorg.com/register
Why join PGO? PGO is a Private Member organization, and has been uniquely positioned amongst any
and all other ministry organizations (regardless of type or purpose). PGO Members are given an
opportunity to experience the movement of YAHUWAH’S Light as a “TORNADO ”, by way of
reference . . . a tornado of His Light in motion stretching from Shamayim to various points on the earth.
His Light shall literally explode in some Members, and/or will be a more subtle movement in other
Members, wherein YAHUWAH is the single cause and effect, and not man. PGO Members who initially
experience His Light as being subtle, may yet experience it far, far more actively in the future, provided
that they remain aggressively diligent in their individual quest for the Father and that which is of the
Father. [See Jer 29: 11-14; Heb 11:6]. Again, this motion of the Ruach is a supernatural movement;
and man has nothing to do with how YAHUWAH orchestrates the measure and movement of His Light
in each of the PGO Members’ experiences.
These experiences are usually a continuum, and not an isolated occurrence, subject to the motives and
desires of the respective Member’s heart. When the motives and desires of the fleshly heart (soul with
its emotions identifying with the flesh) are replaced with the desires and motives of YAHUWAH
(specifically for that respective individual), then the continuum of tangible, but divine experiences
begin to occur on a regular basis, subject to continued testing by our Creator Father to see if the person
is truly serious, or is just looking for an emotional quick fix in the flesh [Eccles 9:3; Jer 17: 9-13; 32:19;
Ezek 33: 30-32; Matt 6: 19-23; Luke 17: 11-19; Mark 7: 6-13; Heb 3: 12-19; others].
Again for emphasis, the respective believer’s heart is the catalyst for the divine movement of
YAHUWAH’S Light within that person, favorably or unfavorably as the case may be, and is under
examination constantly [1 Kings 8:61; Hos 6:3; Isa 66:16-18; Zech 4:10; Jer 17: 5-10; 11:20; 32:19; 1
Cor 4:5; 2 Cor 2: 17; 4:2; 14:25; Heb 4:12; Gal 6: 7-8; Rev 2:23; others]. In short, regardless of PGO
membership, the heart is still monitored and ultimately judged.
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2 Chron 16:9 For the eyes of YAHUWAH run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to shew himself
strong in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward him. Herein thou hast done foolishly:
therefore from henceforth thou shalt have wars. (literally, pursuant to judgment, as well as the flesh
against the person’s respective spirit [Rom 8: 4-11; Gal 5: 17-26; others].
PGO is NOT a litmus test as to whether the person is or isn’t a believer, and PGO is certainly not the
judge; that alone belongs to Yahushua. Many, many people can and do experience the Light of
YAHUWAH without PGO Membership; but they experience His Light far, far differently.
PGO Membership thus serves to kick-start the movement and/or explosion of His divine Light within
the person to achieve His greater purposes for that respective person: specifically, the end goal being
to bring as many persons as are willing, into the preparation of the select group of people that are to
be caught up as a part of the Man Child [Rev 12:5]. If this is not the greatest goal of every believer,
then it should be. This catching up is certain and imminent; not theoretical, philosophical, or
problematic.
In short, YAHUWAH is using PGO to “sift” the hearts and minds of those believers who represent that
they belong to Him by testing their respective hearts in a manner that can be quite painful, but filled
with success (as YAHUWAH measures it), and indwelling infinite joy, contentment, shalom, confidence,
and many other adjectives that are too many to list. In reality, YAHUWAH’S Light is beyond articulate
expression.
PGO Members will participate in the greatest move of YAHUWAH since the Day of Pentecost (Heb:
Shavuot) [Acts 2: 1-3], knowing also that Shavuot is the anniversary for a great many Covenant events
throughout the Scriptures. (See The Festival of Shavuot: When and What the Festival of Shavuot
Memorializes, Dated June 7, 2019, this website). The Esteem and Honor of YAHUWAH will be released
amongst heart- qualified PGO Members far differently than virtually any other organization and/or
individuals over a time period of His choosing . This is a direct promise of YAHUWAH as He has revealed
it to me, and identified on the Benefits Page of the PGO website and within Paragraph 6.0 hereof.

6.1 Open Vision: Spring, 2018 Tornado of Light over Cheyenne, WY, USA
Since 2014, my wife and I, and Ed Young, have been focused on the city of Cheyenne, WY for a specific
purpose as a result traversing both through the Hidden and Revealed Steps.
This Ministry is an ongoing effort, based out of Cheyenne, WY. In the spring of 2018, and pursuant to
constant prayer, revelation, and receipt of YAHUWAH’S specific instructions, YAHUWAH gave me the
following recurring vision regarding Cheyenne, WY and the rest of the state, the entire USA, and then
the world. This vision was not the first regarding Cheyenne, but served to answer a great many
questions:
While I was in prayer one morning (while staying in FL), I saw a massive and explosive Tornado of
YAHUWAH’S Light swirling over, and then touching ground on each of two buildings in Cheyenne,
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together at the same time. The Light was golden with a bluish and white hue, and twisting with a
seemingly immeasurable wind velocity (not static, but growing in phenomenal (explosive) intensity and
brilliance), and behaving much as any other tornado, only with the swirling and twisting wind
comprised of His Light in infinite, indescribable, and unsurpassed brilliance and splendor. This tornado
stretched from the ground all the way up to Shamayim; specifically to the Throne of YAHUWAH. I had
definitely never, ever seen anything like this in person, on You Tube, or on the Weather Channel!
Yet, despite the explosive nature of the wind (symbolizing the power and authority of His Light in
motion), there was absolutely no destruction to the landscape, buildings, or surrounding infrastructure
where the Tornado was touching down; no damage whatsoever. Instead, a golden glow was forming
and remaining on the contact points of the earth where the Tornado was touching down.
As I gazed further, I saw another, smaller Tornado that had suddenly formed inside of the larger
Tornado; thus, two Tornados . . . one inside the other. The inside Tornado was also comprised of
YAHUWAH’S Light, with the same characteristics, only smaller in diameter and circumference, and not
having the same velocity; that is, appearing to twist at a slower speed inside of the larger Tornado. The
two Tornados would at times blend together and become intertwined, and then would separate again,
with the smaller tornado always remaining within the larger one, and never apart from it, and the
larger Tornado continuing to maintain its wind velocity (or incredible speed of twisting Light).
As I continued to observe, the larger Tornado grew in size over the entire city; then over the entire
state of Wyoming (WY); and then over the entire country (USA) while remaining connected to
Shamayim. There was no appearance of the Tornados leaving the area or traveling to a different region;
there was only the growth in the sheer size and dimensions of the two twisters as they remained where
they began their formation, and then gaining in size.
I then witnessed the larger Tornado spurning offshoots of Light (in the form of smaller Tornados of
Light) and touching down in other countries, simultaneously remaining connected to the original one.
These appeared to be smaller Tornados, at first, that also grew in size in each of these countries, but
remaining connected to the original but now much larger one, that continued to reach and touch the
Throne of YAHUWAH.
I asked YAHUWAH: What is this LARGER Tornado, and what does the smaller internal Tornado mean?
What do the other Tornados mean that are touching down in other countries?

Yahushua responded: This is MY Light in motion. I am the Light of the world, [John 8:12; 9:5; 12:46]
and I am releasing it over these buildings that I have revealed to you, and subsequently over the entire
city and state; over your country; and later over the world pursuant to what I am doing through you
and other PGO Members. In MY Light is MY unmerited favor, bringing correction (and in many
instances, reconstruction) of that which is imperfect to a standard of excellence as I have purposed for
MY people [Eph 3:20] and for the purpose that I am using this Ministry for. And the purpose of this
Ministry and its Members shall manifest the motion of MY Light as a “suddenly” across all of America,
and subsequently across the world; changing the very fabric of American society, and the hearts and
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minds of people within this society, as I allow it. I will do the same with MY people through this
Ministry, in all other countries as well. This is a part of the vision that I gave you in 2009 while staying
in Las Vegas that you recorded in the book of the Man Child. (Starting on Page 18, Part 2 of the Book
of the Man Child).
This will indeed be a suddenly for all of mankind [Isa 42:9; 47:6] before the final preparations of the
catching up of the Man Child [Rev 12:5]. I do not tempt man with evil [James 1:13]; rather, I lead and
empower him (her) to make righteous decisions that remain throughout eternity [Deut 8: 17-18; Matt
6: 19-24, 33; 12: 33-37; Luke 12: 29-34, 42-48; 16:13; 3 John 1:2]; decisions that also incorporate the
accumulation of the wealth of this world and eternal joy without sorrow or repentance [Prov 10:22;
Psalm 112: 3-4; Rom 11: 29]; and at this time, because of the dire state of man’s condition, to bring
each person to the final test of their flesh [1 John 2: 15-17; 5: 6-9]; that is, will MY people appease the
appetites of their flesh, or will they be willing to submit to the leadership of MY Ruach ha Qodesh (Set
Apart Spirit) [Rom 8:14] and be taken into all Truth [John 16:13]. Thus, the testing of the flesh.
In and of MY Light is freedom from the bondage that is given rise and increase by the plagues of man
through his political systems of government, laws, societal norms, and mindsets that are a result
thereof. In MY Light is MY favor and baruch atahs for each and every person that subscribes to MY
Righteous laws (worship of ME, Yahushua, in his/her spirit and in Truth [John 4: 23-24], for I have been
given all authority in Shamayim and on the earth [Matt 28:18] as their final judge, according to MY
Righteousness, [Matt 6:33; Rev 17:14].
I am delivering to man through this Ministry that I have appointed you to establish, wherein I am openly
and unequivocally declared by MY Name [Psalm 72: 17-19; Phil 2:9], as the Head of the Ministry,

Perfect Gift.Org, Inc. (PGO) and the Head of the Ministry Led Purpose for which I am using you . .
. to bring forth the tools with which MY people are to use to escape Babylon [Isa 52: 10-12; 2 Cor 6:
14-18; Luke 13: 12-16; Rev 18: 2-24].
The larger Tornado is MY Light over all of man beginning in Cheyenne, WY and spreading to the rest of
this country (USA), and into other countries whose people receive Me and MY plans for them without
rebellion in any form [1 Sam 15:23], nor question, complain or reject the operation of MY perfect will
and leadership in their respective lives with the little remaining time that is left [Joel 2: 27-32; Prov
16:3; John 7: 16-18; Rom 8: 28-31; Eph 4: 7-15; Phil 1: 19-23; 1 John 2:27; 2 Thes 2: 13-14; Rev 22: 1117; others].
The inner Tornado is MY Light in each person’s spirit coming into agreement and unity with MY greater
purpose for each participating PGO Member, and how it affects the state of Wyoming, the USA as a
whole, and each country in the world at large to which this Ministry Led Purpose is to be sent.
As the individual spirit of each PGO Member is rejuvenated, as I have promised on the PGO website .
. . according to the desires and motives of their respective hearts . . . with the souls becoming
enlightened provided that they do not resist MY Light, and as the health of the flesh bodies of these
same people are restored to perfection, the inner Tornado (MY Light) is actively and tangibly moving
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within their composite beings (spirits, souls, and bodies), personal circumstances, and their
corresponding individual total existences, so that the respective purposes for their creation in the first
place, can and will be accomplished [Isa 55: 6-11; Eph 2:10; others].
The movement of MY Light, however, is on MY terms only and exclusively; and I will allow
participation in the experience of the motion of MY Light only on my terms. In this manner, no man
can say that it is of man, or of darkness [Matt 12: 24-28; 16: 22-23].
PGO Members will be given an opportunity to experience a continuum of My
Light in its movement (within each Member), not as a taught doctrine of man, with
endless soulish arguments and assertions derived from religion, soulish opinions and
interpretations rooted in
but rather as a result of being fed from the Tree
of Chai (English: Life) [Gen 2:9, 16, 17], yielding a completely different fruit than the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.
In and of the experiences of MY Light, is the revelation of all that is hidden within each person as the
darkness of their flesh is dispelled [Mark 4: 22-24: Eph 5:13], and the corresponding ability of each
person to see themselves as I see them (in perfection) [2 Cor 3:18], without the darkness of their
respective flesh obscuring the perfect image in which each person was created in the first place [Gen
1: 26-27; 1 Cor 13:12; James 1:23], and in which I have called them to become one with MY Light [John
17: 21-25]; and to accomplish the mission to which I have called each person [1 Pet 2:9; Eph 2:1-10;
Rev 1:6; 5:10].
The movement of My Light within each person stimulates the fleshly heart to make the decisive choice
to truly walk as I walked while on the earth [1 John 2:6; Col 2:6] and to be as I am, with their respective
identity fixated on ME as YAHUWAH, man’s Creator Father, and ME, Yahushua, as their Savior,
Redeemer, Deliverer [Mark 5:48; 1 John 3: 2-3; 4:17]; being one with YAHUWAH [John 10:30; others].
Members of the Man Child go through the Great Tribulation period far, far differently than the rest of
mankind. PGO Members are given this opportunity to prepare themselves for eligibility to be included
in this select group as my Bride without spot or blemish (aka in the KJV: Man Child) who pledge and
commit themselves to me without compromise [Eph 5:27; Rev 12: 1-5], and who are fixated on Me as
their Aloahiym and Groom, accompanying ME in every dimension of existence, just as I am in every
dimension [John 3:13, 31; 16: 27-28; Eph 1:10; 1 Pet 1:20; Rev 14:4; 21: 9-27; 22:17; others].
This Ministry Led Purpose that I have called you to launch brings forth the things of this world only.
I am bringing great material wealth and prosperity in the natural to certain PGO Members according to
the favor (Heb: barakah; English: aka blessing) that I release into their lives [Deut 7:8; 8: 17-18;
Psalm 73:1; 51:10; Matt 5: 15-16; Luke 12: 31-32; Rom 2: 28-29; others] for such is the heritage of MY
people [Psalm1: 1-6; 2:8; 127:3; Jer 17: 7-10; Mark 4: 3-8, 14-20; Luke 19: 16-17, 26; others]. This is
a function how and when MY Light is set in motion in their respective lives, so that no man can say it is
of him.
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Challenge in the Flesh: PGO Membership as the Counter Weight
Membership in PGO serves as the counter- weight (counter balance) to this earthly mechanism and
process. In other words, this Ministry Led Purpose brings forth certain results in the natural, and is
necessarily short lived because the things of this world remain in this world. Hence, 1 John 2: 15-17
becomes a real challenge to the flesh as the rewards of this world are realized, and then reckoned with
by the soul. [See 2 Cor 5:10; 7:1]. In other words, does the PGO Member love the rewards of this
world that I, and I alone, have given to them as a gift [John 3:27; 1 Cor 4:7] . . . more than the love that
they profess to have for Me, as the Giver of that gift? [See 1 Cor 3: 11-15; Rev 2:23]. Are not all gifts
that are truly of ME derived from MY Light [James 1:17]?
Until one has the gift in his or her possession, the answer is only conjecture on the part of man. As a
result, this challenge is essentially delayed until the time that the gift is realized, and only I know when
their souls shall be demanded of them [See Luke 12: 15-21; 21: 34-36].
The Greater Test
The greater test is the recognition of MY Light as the one, true gift of James 1:17, for which this
ministry, Perfect Gift.Org, Inc. (PGO) is so named; and in and of MY Light are the infinite totality of MY
attributes, as I had revealed to you in 2009. Hence, out of MY Light comes the perception of the
revelation released within man that MY Light is infinitely greater than man himself (as MY creation),
or anything of this world [Job 5: 12-13; Prov 21:30; Isa 29: 10-15; others]; and that the rewards of the
knowledge and understanding of ME in his or her soul (with understanding) [Matt 13: 13-16; Rom
11:33; Eph 1:3-19; 3:10; 5:8, 17; Col 1:9-10; 2: 2-3; 2 Tim 2: 7-8; James 3: 17-18; Rev 11: 2-12; others]
is far more precious than even that of this Ministry Led Purpose that, as stated before, shall operate
to provide man with both a strategic and tactical escape from the bondage of Babylon [Jer 51:5-10;
Rev 18: 2-24] in a manner that he (she) can readily grasp and come to terms with in the realm of the
natural, releasing MY divine counsel with prudent understanding in the process [Luke 10:21-24; 12: 13; 44-50; Rom 1: 16-32; 1 Cor 2: 10-16; 3: 11-23; Jude 1:5-25; Rev 5: 9-14; 7:13-17; 12: 7-13; 14: 4-5;
19: 6-10; 21: 23-27; 22: 1-5]. Hence, the perception of MY Light comprising both the larger and the
inner Tornados.

6.2 Spring, 2019 . . . Further Comments by Yahushua, in Subsequent Conversations:
In connection with Perfect Gift.Org (PGO), Yahushua went on to explain another way of perceiving the
correlation and interrelationship between PGO and the Ministry Led Purpose:
Rather, the success of the Ministry Led Purpose is a function of His Light, and only His Light,
enabling and empowering this specific Purpose (in the natural) to succeed as it was designed. As
the potential for material success of the Ministry Led Purpose is realized, all credit and
acknowledgement is to be given to ME (YAHUWAH/Yahushua) without compromise, as MY Name
is lifted up. [See Psalm 9:10; 91:1-2, 14-16; Phil 2:9; Gal 4: 8-9].
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Yahushua then went on clarify the line of separation between PGO and the Perfect Light website that
will be re-engineered with new content, and released with NO commercial application or purposes,
focusing on the movement of His Light within each and every PGO Member who is devoted to becoming
a part of and member of the Man Child that is to be caught up to Throne of YAHUWAH [Rev 12:5]. The
Perfect Light website will enable the PGO Member to realize even greater milestones in their respective
quest for answers and empowerment in the initiation of motion of YAHUWAH’S Light.
The Perfect Light website will be used to accelerate the movement of MY Light in those individuals
who are willing, in such a way that they will have greater and greater personal experiences, as well
as personal revelation as I deem it appropriate. [See 1 Chron 28:9; Prov 8: 22-31; Jer 29: 11-14;
Matt 11:27; Luke 12:31; John 1:50; 5: 20; 14:12; Heb 11:6]
There is a responsibility that comes with MY revelation released to any man or woman; and that is
to adjust one’s life to commit and carry out in substance (performing; living) on that which is
released by ME into their spirits, and in and around their souls through MY Word and through
prayer [2 Pet 1: 10-11; 2 Tim 3:5-17; Rev 5:10; others]. Every thought a person has, every thought
entertained by that person is actually a conversation with ME. I know man’s thoughts [Matt 15:
18-19; Luke 5:22; 24:38; others] and I know each man’s heart [Matt 5:8; 12: 34-35; 13: 13-17;
others], for a person’s thoughts are confirmed by their actions [Prov 19: 22; 23:7; others], and a
person’s prayers are a function of his thoughts, resulting from the true desires of his (her) heart.
Yet, the heart is deceitful above all things, desperately wicked. I search the heart, and I grant a
reward according to that persons actions [Jer 17: 9-10; Heb 4: 12-13; 1 Cor 3: 7-8, 14-15; Rev 22:12].
I have a purpose for PGO and the Private Members thereof; for the one true Perfect Gift of James
1:17 is My Light that is made available to all of My people. Is it available to My people apart from
PGO? Of course!
So why then should anyone join PGO? Private Members participate in My esteem and honor in a
way that I choose to demonstrate thru this organization in connection with the preparation with
the catching up of the Man Child, and My purposes for PGO are far different than virtually any of
the other organizations and ministries that also worship Me. Pursuant to enrollment, PGO
Members must necessarily sincerely and genuinely long with all of their heart, to experience the
tangible movement of My Light in their respective spirits, souls and bodies without regard to the
interference of religious doctrines, the teachings of man (or his institutions) whereby man is their
authority instead of My Word, [Deut 12:32; Prov 30: 5-6; Isa 29:13; Matt 15:9; Mark 7:7; Rev 22:18;
others], and without the interference of man’s soulish (selfish) private agendas caused by their
respective carnal natures hindering the motion of MY LIGHT [Job 27: 8-10; 35:12; Psalm 18:41; 66:
18-19; Luke 15: 11-17; 16: 19-31; James 4: 1-5; others] as I purpose to release it.
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I am using Perfect Gift.Org (PGO) as a staging area for My Light to explode in the hearts, minds and
even bodies of the various PGO private members, and for the preparation of the catching up of the
Man Child, the single greatest event in the history of mankind since the Day of Shavuot (Greek:
Pentecost) that is recorded in Acts 2: 1-4. It is the movement of MY Light in their hearts and souls
that makes this possible, causing a dramatic shift in the battle of their flesh with their respective
spirits [Psalm 19: 12-13; 119: 32, 40; Matt 26:41; Rom 8: 5-8; Gal 5: 1-13, 16-18, 25-26; 2 Tim 3:7;
others].
PGO operates as a counterbalance to the side of the Ministry Led Purpose in the natural that I am
performing through you that provides what it does for this country and the rest of the world. The
motion of MY Light experienced by PGO Members necessarily removes any soulish desire to covet
anything of this world, and enables and empowers anyone to successfully respond to the challenges
of 1 John 2:15-17, subject once again and to deliberately repeat . . . to the motives and desires of
the heart, as the heart is purged (cleansed) by MY Light through the revelation of what is actually
in the respective heart of the PGO Member that is NOT of ME [Matt 10:26; Luke 12:2; Eph 5:13].
To be caught up as a part of the Man Child, necessarily means that the things and rewards of this
world must have lost their value since they are left behind. Those who join PGO and remain a
Member can and will prosper materially (in the natural) and spiritually, even if they don't
participate in the Ministry Led Purpose of what I am doing through you in the natural. Why?
Because MY Light makes all things possible [Matt 17:20; Mark 9:23; 11: 22-24; John 4:88-50; Acts
9:3; Heb 11:6; others]; and for what is in their hearts is born out through their actions.
I permit anyone to join PGO, no matter if they are current believers or not. Whether or not MY
people join PGO is an election of their part, not a command. But given the opportunity to
experience the movement of MY Light as I have described it herein, at the end of their lives, they
shall be without excuse [Acts 17: 28-32; Rom 1: 18-22]. Eyd, your wife, Yahn EL, and Ed Young are
my witnesses; and the explosion of MY Light moving through you shall be readily apparent to all in
the natural. The same shall be true for each PGO Member whose respective hearts are focused on
me, as I determine the movement for each PGO Member.
Obedience to Yahushua’s Commands:
Yahushua commented on John 14:15 If ye love me, keep my commandments; that His commands are
multi-dimensional, with No limit as to how obedience to His Word and to His personal instructions to
each individual can stretch the movement of His Light in the heart to correct or overcome the soulish
carnal rejection Him in the natural, as well as the ways and practices of man that are not of
Him. Yahushua knows those individuals that belong to Him, even if these same people do not know.
YAHUWAH/Yahushua further declared:
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If you love Me, then follow My commands, but how do you define “If” and “love”? When you do
love Me, then you have perfect anger (hatred) for anything that is not of ME [Psalm 101: 3-8; 139:
21-24; Matt 12:30; Mark 16:16; 2 Cor 6: 14-18; others] . The hatred of sin Its already imprinted
through the circumcision of the heart.
Anything to do with Sin is abhorrent: Any true believer is revolted by sin; that is, anything that
YAHUWAH hates. If you are not in His Light, then a person cannot know what it is like to be in His
Light, and therefore to know the infinite totality of His attributes. These things are in a different
dimension as spirit and soul are in this realm. Revelation and the movement of His Light will be the
focus of the Perfect Light website, but only those who are PGO Members will have access.
There are multiple dimensions in the realm of the Ruach. When people speak of blood lines (as in their
respective race or genealogical history), they are speaking from the realm of the natural (of the
flesh). In this dimension, bloodlines are of the flesh; and preparation for the movement of His Light is
different in each person having caused a change in the realm of the spirit (for that person) [Eph 5:13].
The receipt of revelation from the Realm of the Spirit (
) is different from receipt of revelation
from the Realm of Ruach (Realm of YAHUWAH’S Light).

7.0 Becoming a Perfect Gift.Org (PGO) Private Member:
Perfect Gift.Org, Inc. (PGO) is a WY corporation, and is NOT a tax exempt organization. Those
individuals who join PGO are required to pay $100 on annual basis for their respective membership, by
order of the Father.
PGO does NOT and/or is NOT:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Solicit offerings
Sell books, CDs, DVDs, and/or trinkets, and/or other financial opportunities
Attempt in way to get into Members’ pockets under false pretense or subterfuge
Does not compete with any person’s place or manner or worship; all persons are welcome
NOT affiliated or connected with any other ministry (other than the Ministry of Aloahiym);
NOT affiliated with any church, synagogue, temple, or any other organization or institution
NOT religious in any manner

PGO is about THREE things only: The Greater Purpose
✓ To encourage anyone to experience the movement (explosion) of YAHUWAH’S Light personally
and individually in their respective spirits, souls, and bodies A person’s true motives and desires
are the operative and controlling factor, as expressed on the website.
✓ To bring as many people, those who are willing, into the oneness of YAHUWAH/Yahushua (His
Light) in fulfillment of John 17:21-26, as prayed by Yahushua, Who never said a prayer that
wasn’t answered.
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✓ To bring as many people, those who are willing, into the preparation for the catching up of the
Man Child [Rev 12:5], synonymous with the: Bride, Overcomers, Manifested Sons, 144,000,
Two Witnesses, etc. . . as determined by Scripture. PGO operates by prayer and through prayer.
The willingness of any individual is a personal decision by between YAHUWAH and that
individual without coercion.
While the quintessential experience of YAHUWAH’S Light in motion is different for each person, it is
imperative to understand that this is a continuum of experiences that grow and intensify over time,
and lasting forever. The continuity is a function of the individual maintaining a tangible, consistent,
and scripturally rock-solid prayer effort, YAHUWAH does the rest.
To reemphasize, the Ruach ha Qodesh moves in and through each person as YAHUWAH determines;
and no man can or will dictate how this must happen. However, it will happen wherein the exercise
of emunah is realized on a level NOT just to placate the emotional directives of the soul or succumbing
to the opinions of those individuals around the believer. Belief can be tangibly converted into factual
proof in the natural through TRUST and absolute RELIANCE in what the Scriptures declare [Matt 17:20;
Mark 9:23; 11: 22-24; Luke 1:27; 18: 27; others]. However, a true believer must be willing to go at risk
in the natural in connection with that Trust; for after all, talk is cheap and action counts.
Then, why the annual payment? The payment is a formal, annual recognition of the Covenant
Agreement by and between YAHUWAH/Yahushua and each PGO Member respectively. As stated
previously, PGO Members participate and experience the brilliance of YAHUWAH’S Light (His Esteem
and Honor) in a manner far, far differently than those individual believers who are not PGO Members.
The movement of YAHUWAH’S Light necessarily yields favor: favor in the Realm of the Ruach [Luke 18:
29-30; 1 Tim 6:6; 2 Cor 4:18; Phil 4:13; John 4:32; 6: 32-40, 63; Rev 2:17; 3:12; 22:4, 12-14; others],
and favor in the natural as His Light drives out darkness in whatever circumstance a person is involved.
[See Deut 8: 17-18; 28: 1-13; 1 Sam 2: 7-9; Job 42:10; Palm 75: 5-7; James 4:10; others]. The Ministry
Led Purpose of PGO addresses the motion of His Light in both the realm of the natural as well as the
Realm of the Ruach.
Those individuals that join PGO become eligible to receive a baruch atah (English: blessing) of and
from YAHUWAH unlike any other recorded throughout scripture or in modern day terms, and unlike
any other in the natural. [See Deut 8: 17-18; See 3 John 1:2]

Anyone that is interested in becoming a PGO Member may do so online, by going to
the website and clicking:

http://www.perfectgiftorg.com/register
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8.0 Personal Experiences in the Natural: YAHUWAH’S Light in Motion
8.1 Summer, 2015 Heart Attack: In the middle of June of 2015, my wife, Yahn EL and I were in FL, and
staying in an RV park. I was walking around noon in the park, and suddenly felt a tightening across my
upper chest and back, from shoulder to shoulder. I had always been as healthy as a race horse for most
of my life, excluding certain times and the many different injuries that I had over the years.
When I experienced this pain, my first thought was that I was grossly out of shape physically. I resigned
that I needed to start exercising a great deal more than I had been, with the certainty of knowing that
prayer was the only answer to whatever it was that I was experiencing.
Not realizing what was happening, I recalled the lessons of King Asa in 2 Chron 16: 1-14, and was
determined not to make the mistakes that he did. As a result, my wife and I remained in prayer
regarding whatever was happening in my body for the next 2.5 weeks. During this time, I began to
walk longer and more intensely. However, the symptoms were getting worse, not better. Finally, I had
trouble swallowing; had great difficulty in doing much of anything; had no strength or stamina; and
could not even lay down with increased pain in my chest, and great difficulty in breathing.
At the end of this period of 2.5 to 3 weeks, YAHUWAH finally told me that I may call the hospital
regarding my immediate condition, but reminding that He and He alone is the healer, NOT MAN; to
which I replied, “You bet!” At the time, we had no money (still don’t have any money!), no income,
no savings, no insurance, nothing . . . only YAHUWAH! [Psalm 62: 5-8; 91: 1-2; Nah 1:7; others]
Once in the hospital, a team of cardiologists declared that I had had a massive, acute heart attack with
one of the arteries completely closed off, and that I needed to have two stints put in immediately.
They also told me that a person might live an hour or so, maybe a day if that person is fortunate; but
never for a period of 2.5 weeks or more. They unequivocally declared that I should be dead already! I
then began to declare the validity of the Word of Aloahiym, specifically the power and truth of John
6:63. Without announcing it, I believe that they thought that I would expire on the operating table or
in follow up treatment in ICU. During this time, they offered no words of encouragement to my wife.
I survived obviously, and here I am. The doctors put me on a battery of medications with firm
instructions that I am to take all of them daily for the rest of my life. I could not even afford to pay for
one of them, let alone the whole ensemble.
Hence, I called out to the Father, and He said to me: Son, don’t worry about it. I am taking you off of
these medications when your current supply runs out. He also gave me much personal revelation
concerning the Man Child and what is coming up for me personally, and instructed me to begin to
prepare myself for this future assignment. Shortly thereafter, we went to Las Vegas, and I again began
to walk rigorously once again, only without the medicines except for baby aspirin.
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Since that time, I have always recounted the literal application of Exod 23:25; John 6:63; and 3 John
1:2 which says, in short: As a person’s soul prospers, so shall he prosper, even in health! YAHUWAH’S
Light was in motion on my behalf, saving my life, and I absolutely knew it. Once a person has the
understanding and cognitive discernment of this process, it remains forever with that person forever.
I remembered a great many of the earlier visions that YAHUWAH had given me through the years,
including the water that I had drunk from the Gihon Spring that eventually fed the Pool of Siloam built
during the time of Hezekiah and mentioned in John 9: 7,11, that coincided with the dynamic and very
demonstrable explosion of YAHUWAH’S Light within me (recorded in Part 2 of the Book of the Man
Child, Page 13, this website), and the subsequent time that YAHUWAH spent with me in 2009
concerning the revelation of the Man Child that has become the entire focus of this Ministry.
The motion (explosion) of YAHUWAH’S Light (in this instance, involving my own physical survival) is yet
another example of Truth superseding Fact; YAHUWAH’S Light going into battle and overpowering
the darkness that was manifesting from the realm of the spirit, and attempting to manifest in the
natural with the specific intent to kill me [John 10:10; John 6: 50-51]. His Word is Truth [John 17:17],
but medical science is fact, and the validity and Truth of John 6:63 overpowered and triumphed over a
result that would have ended quite differently had not YAHUWAH intervened. Moreover, this wasn’t
the first time. I have faced certain and imminent death several times previously in my life over the
years. However, unknown to my wife and I at the time, this saga was to continue.
To YAHUWAH, goes all the praise, credit, and acknowledgement for His continued preservation of my
very existence, let alone my life here on the earth. With YAHUWAH’S revelation from the Realm of
the Ruach, a person can see what is taking place as it unfolds in real time. Pursuant to a vision that
YAHYUWAH may give a person, then that person’s engagement of emunah is much, much easier.

8.2 Summer, 2016 Van Episode: While my wife and I were traveling in an old and very tired
1997 Chevy van, we noticed an acute smell of gasoline pursuant to stop at a rest area along the
freeway. We were traveling in an effort to keep an appointment made previously about 250 miles
away. The smell was caused by an obvious leak in the fuel system, but we chose to ignore it and to
continue on the journey since the appointment had been set, and he wasn’t going to wait on us. The
van has an exceptionally low clearance between the bottom of the van and the ground, and I didn’t
especially want to get dirty and grimy at the moment, before we were to meet this particular party.
When we reached the nearest small town closest to where we were headed, we put our last $20 into
gas for the van. This was the 4th fill up in those same 200+ miles, accounting for almost 100 gallons;
definitely much greater fuel consumption even after accounting for a leak. The added gas expenditures
had literally robbed us of what little funds that we had available.
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Being acutely aware of the loss of gas, we knew that we had to investigate the problem. Finally,
without a floor jack or hydraulic lift, we had a young (and slender) mechanic slide under the van at this
last stop on the way to our destination, to see just how bad the problem was.
The young mechanic instructed me to turn on the ignition, but do not start the engine, so as to engage
the electric fuel pump, and this I did. Immediately, my wife and I heard him scream so loud, that even
the dead could hear him!! The van wasn’t just leaking gas, it was spraying gasoline all over the bottom
of a very hot engine as well as the exhaust . . . and all over the young mechanic as well, who was
essentially pinned below the van. He was petrified of the van exploding with him under it!
On these older vans, the fuel pump is mounted inside the fuel tank. However, there was a long slice
(crack) in the plastic module outside the fuel tank, and the gas being under pressure, delivered a steady
stream of gas that was being sprayed all over the bottom of the engine and the exhaust.
The van should have exploded long before we first discovered it, let alone all along the entire distance
that we had traveled. Out of my own stupidity and irresponsibility, I had convinced my wife to ignore
it . . . placing her life at risk as well as my own!
Once again, we thanked Aloahiym for His favor and compassion, as it was the Ruach that went into
motion in the form of a restraint against the forces of physics in the natural, saving us both from a
certain and imminent disaster. Yahn EL and I are still giving thanks to this day.

8.3 Winter, 2017 Heart Attack
Yahn EL and I were visiting Ed Young at the time in Indiana, and we were all heavily engaged in the
Ministry Led Purpose under orders from YAHUWAH. In the midst of this activity one morning and while
working at the computer, I felt my blood pressure racing as my vision began to blur. In addition, my
chest was tightening up; I could barely breathe; and I felt a tingling feeling throughout my entire body.
I recognized these symptoms from 2015, and knew that I was experiencing the symptoms of yet
another heart attack. Immediately, I called on Yahn EL and Ed for prayer, while moving over to the
couch to lay down, recognizing that the chest pains had now become worse and quite severe. Within
a few minutes, YAHUWAH gave me a bizarre set of visions in a short time frame.
First Vision: As if looking at an ultra-sound of my own body, I saw my blood being pumped throughout
my arteries, blood vessels, and veins. In the blood, I saw YAHUWAH’S Light illumining the blood,
wherein the Light became more visible than the blood that was carrying it. As I looked on, my blood
became almost invisible, yet His luminescent Light was clearly visible.
Second Vision: Next, I saw my heart pumping His Light throughout my body . . . His Light only, I did not
see any blood.
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Third Vision: At the conclusion of the second vision, I suddenly found myself standing with Yahushua
in the Realm of the Ruach, and staring at the earth some distance away.
Without saying a word, Yahushua spread His right arm towards the earth while staring at me, as if
instructing me to pay close attention and watch what He was about to show me. At that instant, I saw
His Chai (Heb: pronounced ”hai”, meaning the essence of life itself) radiating off of the earth, and
escaping to the Realm where we were standing. The hai that I saw resembled a translucent vapor or
mist, filled with YAHUWAH’S Light, and was in constant motion. There seemed to be no end or limit
to the mist, as it continued to radiate (waft) up and off the earth, and back to Shamayim.
While this was going on, I remembered that John 6:63 had been (is) the controlling scripture that had
gotten me through the first heart attack in 2015. I was now literally witnessing the operation of this
same scripture first hand on a much, much greater scale.
Later, in 2018, I returned to FL to renew my driver’s license, wherein I was required to take a stress test
with a cardiologist. As I went through the preliminary tests prior to the stress test, it was discovered
that my carotid artery on my left side was over 70% plugged, caused by a head-on collision that I was
a victim of in 1996. At the point of impact, and amongst other injuries, the carotid artery was choked
off pursuant to the seat belt pressing against it, cutting off the supply of blood, and was diagnosed as
the cause of the problem.
For roughly 23 years, YAHUWAH had kept the mass of tissue inside the artery from traveling up to my
brain (or what there is of a brain!). Although I am not a doctor, at any one second, I could have dropped
dead from a stroke or aneurysm, if it were not for YAHUWAH’S protective care and preservation of me.
The cardiologist also ordered a cardiac cat scan. Upon review, the cardiologist was amazed at the
condition of my heart, and could not explain how the doctors in 2015 could have possibly diagnosed
me as having a massive, acute heart attack and then justifying the installation of two stints! I tried
explaining to him that he was seeing the heart after all of the prayer that had been lifted up over me!
He was still amazed. Subsequently, I was finally given he stress test which I passed.

8.4 Spring, 2019 Announcement Concerning the Fulfillment of Rev 11:15
Ed Young and I were invited to travel to Washington D C and speak with certain members of the US
Congress. When we arrived, we stayed in an Air BnB the night before, close to the Capitol Building and
the offices of the Senate.
Together, we shared a room to save money but neither one of us could sleep, as our thoughts
(individually) were both racing and anticipating the events that were soon to follow later that morning.
This was exciting, because neither one of us had ever met with sitting members of the US Congress
before.
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Suddenly, and out of the quietness of the early morning hours (about 4:00 am), YAHUWAH spoke to
me, saying: This day is the beginning of the fulfillment of Rev 11:15.
I was ecstatic and since I was already awake as was Ed, I immediately informed him of what YAHUWAH
had just declared to me. Naturally, he too, was equally elated! This was indeed significant, because
of PGO and the Ministry Led Purpose that YAHUWAH had assigned Ed Young and I to develop and
launch, according to His leadership [Rom 8:14], and what He had revealed to me earlier following the
first heart attack in 2015, involving the personal preparation that He had instructed me to undergo
concerning the Man Child.
At the appointed time on that morning, we attended the meeting of certain Congressional members
and their aides. We truly did not know what to expect, although we did know what we hoped for.
In the natural, our reception by the various parties was not inspiring, but at the end of the meeting,
YAHUWAH spoke through one of the Senators’ aids in such a way as to give us guidance as to what we
had to do concerning the fulfillment of what the Father had spoken in the early morning hours.
Once again, it was the movement of the Ruach (YAHUWAH’S Light) that manifested. While subtle, the
movement was definite, and the final eclipse of the meeting in the Senate offices bore out what
YAHUWAH had declared that morning, and one of the Senator’s aides was used for this purpose.
After seeing my son, who is a member of the US Marines stationed just outside Washington DC, Ed and
I returned to FL. Within a day or two, Ed Young immediately left for Cheyenne, WY in accordance with
further instructions from the Father. Upon his return to Cheyenne, the events there unfolded exactly
as the Father had said that they would, and the events from that time to now continue to confirm
YAHWAH’S declaration to me that occurred on this recent trip to Washington D C. Obedience has
always been the key to moving in His perfect will, and we will continue to do so.
Again, once the motion of the Ruach is started, YAHUWAH always performs on the words spoken
through His nabi [Jer 1:12; Ezek 12:25; others].
Conclusions:
The Ministry of Aloahiym, Perfect Gift.Org (PGO), and the Ministry Led Purpose are all of Aloahiym,
and belong to Aloahiym; not man, including us [Psalm 24:1; Deut 10:14; 1 Chron 29:11; Hag 2:8;
others].
As of the date of this article, the Ministry of Aloahiym website has penetrated into 200 countries
worldwide, with statistically nearly 900 people per day visiting the website. Earlier this figure was over
a thousand per day, and is now climbing once again. We, as the founders and administrators of all
the websites, had nothing to do with this. It is entirely (100%) the work of YAHUWAH through the
continuous motion of His Ruach has Qodesh.
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On the home page of the Man Child website, there is a counter that keeps track of these statistics,
appearing as follows:
Place the prompt on your computer anywhere over this
counter, and left click. A new page will appear on your
screen in a new tab, containing vast amounts of
demographic data concerning the website.
The PGO
website is similar.
I, personally, am not a Bible scholar, nor have I had any formal training in ministry. Pursuant to reading
the Word, my education of the Scriptures and all that I have been baruched to receive, has come
entirely from the Ruach ha Qodesh [Luke 12:12; John 16:13; 1 Cor 2: 9-16; others]. While my
professional background has been in the business field, YAHUWAH dramatically changed my full time
activities when He called me into ministry in 2008. I am now moving in the accomplishment of the
precise reason for my creation in the first place, which is to bring as many people, as are willing, into
the preparation for the catching up of the Man Child (KJV terminology).
This mission preceded my creation; in other words, it was created before me, and I as created to fulfill
the mission, in that order. This mission is the reason for my purpose of being brought to the earth in
first place. The exact same reality is true for each and every individual alive today, or who has ever
lived in the past.
From personal experience, I can patently declare that there are no comparisons or substitutes to
experiencing the move (motion) of the Ruach in one’s life. [See 2 Tim 3:7]. It is my sincere and heartfelt
desire that all believers would experience the motion of YAHUWAH’S Light as I do on a continuous and
regular basis. There is absolutely no counterpart. We pray with people all over the world, and
YAHUWAH answers those prayers according to His purposes for each situation: physical and spiritual
healings, financial /economic deliverance and prosperity, changes in relationships, life and death
situations, the list goes on. We are all held accountable for our actions, and we are no exception. To
do anything other than serve YAHUWAH in this lifetime, is necessarily a bad investment of one’s life.
Each person will have their own unique and personal perception of the revelation of YAHUWAH’S
message for them . . . specifically timed and in accordance with His purposes for that individual. There
is NO one size fits all. Each person, if they are truly sold out to YAHUWAH and willing, will have their
own unique and deeply intimate set or series of experiences as YAHUWAH delivers it to them.
The desire for YAHUWAH/Yahushua must have priority over anything, everything, and everyone else
in one’s life. A true believer belongs to YAHUWAH first and foremost, and to a spouse, children,
parents, siblings, etc. secondarily, but certainly not to the world [James 4:4]. YAHUWAH belongs to
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our families also, and our families belong to Him; but our loyalties and allegiance must necessarily be
to our Father and Messiah as having our first priority. Given this commitment and regulation of one’s
life while in the flesh, our hearts are monitored and revealed to our Creator Father and His Son, the
Messiah [1 Cor 4:5; Heb 4:12; Jude 1: 14-15; Rev 3: 20-22].
As is frequently heard in most Christian communities, YAHUWAH and the Messiah already know our
hearts; but He also knows what instructions that He has given to each of us. Pursuant to the proper
utility of our respective carnal natures, will we fulfill our part of the Covenant contract through our
obedience to His instructions; or will we do what pleases us in the flesh, or ignore YAHUWAH
altogether?.
On Page 4 in Part 1 of the article: So . . . What of Sin, and What of the Righteousness of Aloahiym, a
vision is described where I was given an opportunity to view man’s actions and reactions to the Word,
and to YAHUWAH/Yahushua himself. My immediate reaction (in the vision) was one of disgust and
anger before He admonished me; revealing in no uncertain terms that these people were the very
reason that He came to the earth, died for, and ascended. In the vision, I knew that these people all
over the world had never experienced what I was experiencing in the natural, and am still experiencing
in the form of the motion of YAHUWAH’s Light.
As I write this article, I am still trying to process seemingly limitless amounts of information through
direct revelation and countless visions. The experiences in and of His Light . . . are not all the way that
we had all been taught through religion and the rational process of thought (carnal thinking)! Rather,
they provide a testimony about the revelation that we overcome by the Blood of the Lamb and the
word of our testimony [Rev 12:11], and the dots do not line up in a linear fashion (straight line)!
The experiences of the motion of YAHUWAH’S Light always, always have His purpose in the forefront;
leading to growth in Him, by Him, through Him, and for Him. It is the Ruach ha Qodesh teaching each
and every person as He deems fitting and appropriate for those people that are ready, willing, and able
to go the distance, and through the teaching process that only the Ruach can provide [1 Cor 2: 10-16].
Join PerfectGift.Org (PGO) and let each person have their own continuum of experiences that last
eternally. There is literally no substitute to being a part of the greatest move of His hand since the Day
of Shavuot (Greek: Pentecost): Specifically, the preparation of those believers, who are willing, to be a
part of the Man Child who are caught up to the Throne of Aloahiym [Rev 12:5].
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